Objective:
Emerson Park is a mixed comprehensive academy for pupils aged 11 to 16 years. Located in Hornchurch, Essex, the Academy wanted a local security company to take over the service and maintenance of their fire and security systems.

Requirements:
Emerson Park required one security to provide all maintenance for their intruder, CCTV, fire alarm and fire extinguishers.

Their key requirements included:
- Remote monitoring of their intruder system
- Reduced monitoring costs
- Cost effective fire and security maintenance
- Comprehensive documented audit of all systems

The ClearView Solution
ClearView provided a proposal to maintain all their fire and security equipment under our Synergy service package. This would alleviate workload for staff as they would only need to deal with one company. This would save them money on engineer call outs.

The academy chose ClearView’s gold package which includes unlimited reactive engineer call-outs, bi-annual preventative maintenance visits, system audits, access to our unlimited customer care help-line and 24/7 remote monitoring.

The signalling of their fire and intruder system was set up to ensure that the premises was continuously monitored using dual path technology.

If you are interested in benefiting from our services, please call 01245 214104 now or email enquiries@clearview-communications.com